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Treasure pregnancy and baby's precious initial year in a single delightful combined journal. A great and manageable way
to create a exclusive bump and baby keepsake during those exhausting and exhilarating a few months, Bump to Birthday
makes an excellent pregnancy gift. Bump to Birthday will take parents through the amazing trip of pregnancy, through
to the baby s 1st birthday, inspiring them to capture key pregnancy moments, expectations and dreams, the experience
of birth, and those special baby occasions first smile, techniques and words, 1st birthday and Thanksgiving.International
best-seller, Gold at the Independent Publisher Book Awards 2014, Champion at the Loved by Parents Awards 2012 and
shortlisted for Present of the Year 2012.
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Must-Have for Mama-to-Be! I recommend this reserve! It's a terrific way to record the weekly points that happen during
pregnancy that you will eventually forget about. Purchased this for something special for my daughter! There aren't
many books that perform week by week which one does. It's an excellent gift for a mom that just found out she's
pregnant. I'm looking forward to monitoring my son's first calendar year as well. ?? beautiful, but zero journaling until
9th week Beautiful, but the areas for journalling doesn't start before 9th week. I can realize why it won awards. Now
that I’m pregnant with my 2nd, it had been the first matter I bought to start chronicling this phenomenal journey. My
daughter found out she was pregnant at the 4th week. I was a little disappointed..! I would have enjoyed some webpages
with lines just to create on it. I really like that it breaks it down by week to chronicle the way you were feeling/
everything you were doing. But then also offers fun pages to create about the showers and celebrations post-birth. It
was easy to keep up with because it was slightly but each week, and now I have a full book of recollections. Definitely
recommended! I also don’t like not having lines. You can find like 1 page weekly with a place for a photo. so that part is
silly. What a great gift on her behalf child when he is older and ... There is also spots to place the ultrasound pictures,
that i like! She loves it! There's so much info that she can enter today, documenting her baby's development and action
before he is even born! The book starts with you -- your details, daddy's information, the way you both met. Cute. If
you’re looking for a cute book with a lot of space to create, this is for you! What a great gift for her child when he is
older and will read what she has written. Also, it emerged in broken and I didn't value that Smart way to chronicle
pregnancy and milestones of the very first Year I received this as a gift when I was pregnant with my 1st child and I
LOVED it!.. and it takes faraway from there.!! This reserve seems very long lasting with the hardcover and even the pages
are nice and thick.. I'm 20 weeks pregnant now and I've been writing in this journal since about 10 weeks. Cute, one of
the better being pregnant journals out there. There were lots of unnecessary boxes for sonogram pictures - I mean,
really, we don't get them more than 3-4 times in a pregnancy. This will certainly be a present that I share with every
pregnant woman I understand!. It's a shame she got to hold back 5 weeks before she could journal her emotions and
body adjustments in this reserve. I just use the boxes to write even more. I did like this there weren't a couple of silly
queries but more "what we're up to" or "how it's all going" open ended choices. The illustrations are very cute and the
publication is put into 3 trimesters with a little bit of details on baby's typical development at every week. I liked it. I
have loved recording in this book I've loved recording in this reserve! I can't say this is an excellent baby shower gift
because you will need to start writing in it early (beginning at week 9). It's just enough writing; not too very much/not
too little. Would buy again. BETTER STILL Than Expected! Has fun factual statements about ur growing baby. Super cute
This is only a super cute book. Love it Dont buy! The book was not worth the money spent, it has an odd form and is not
what I wanted or expected! I absolutely love this. Love this!I really like the amount of room that is given for pictures and
writing. I also love all the adorable pregnancy estimates found throughout the book. The only factors I don’t like reaches
12 weeks and 18 it expects that’s the week you had your doctors appointments and I didn’t! It has photos for sonograms
& It does have spaces for information regarding the mother, father, family tree, how do you discover out you had been
pregnant, how you felt about it. Loved! I love this reserve! I was a week off on both. areas for you to write what happens
each week. Beautiful and lovely book! It’s good. It offers areas for all the valuable information you'll want to match. The
pregnancy portion starts at week 9 and has 2 pages for every week with spaces for photos and notes. The part after
baby exists has even more firsts than I ever would have believed of! All-in-all I believe it will be a nice keepsake for my
developing family to carry onto for several years. I look forward to showing this to my "bump" someday :) Cute book with
plenty of space to write The book is really cute and provides any and every fine detail you’d want to record. My just issue
is the photo spaces are all horizontal and all of my “bumpies” are vertical so it looks a little awkward. This is perfect!
Very extensive! This is one of the cutest pregnancy books I've seen! Cute but I would spend money elsewhere This is a
cute book but it doesn't start until week 9 and there is no actual journaling. Nonetheless it is SO extensive! If you don't
own it before you're too much into the pregnancy, you may never catch up. I'd reccomend this to whoever has enough
time to dedicate to it because it is usually such a cute book.
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